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Role of c -axis field components in making the transport E„J …

characteristics of „Bi,Pb …2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox tapes insensitive
to the direction of field within the tape plane

H. S. Edelmana) and D. C. Larbalestierb)

Applied Superconductivity Center and Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin–Madison, Madison,
Wisconsin 53706

~Received 9 October 1997; accepted for publication 27 January 1998!

We report extended~over four decades! electric field versus current density characteristics of
~Bi,Pb!2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 tapes in magnetic fields applied along each of the three principal tape axes at
77 K, and along the two principal axes in the tape plane at 4.2 K. The characteristics are almost
independent of field direction in the tape plane at both temperatures. Similar insensitivity of the
critical current to magnetic field direction observed in other polycrystalline high temperature
superconductors has been ascribed to the percolative nature of current flow, while the insensitivity
in ~Bi,Pb!2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10~2223! films and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 single crystals has been attributed to
c-axis conduction across Josephson junctions. We show that the insensitivity of the critical current
density to the field direction of these tapes follows naturally from the fact that the dissipation
depends only on the field component lying along thec axis of individual 2223 grains. Lorenz-force
driven motion of the pancake vortices that form within each 2223 grain provides a dissipation
mechanism that involves only thec-axis components of the field. The angular dispersion of the
grains in the tape ensures ac-axis field component in most grains, regardless of the applied field
direction. This produces the remarkable insensitivity ofE(J) over some four orders of magnitude
of the electric field. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!04309-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of much development work o
~Bi,Pb!2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10~2223! tapes is to increase the overa
critical current density,JC5I C /A, where I C is the critical
current andA the cross sectional area of the superconduc
The ability to accomplish this depends strongly on und
standing the path taken by current through the tape, the f
tion of A utilized by the current, and the dissipation pr
cesses associated with current flow. Two contrasting mo
of current flow postulate different paths with potentially d
ferent loss mechanisms. In the ‘‘brick wall model’’1 grain-
to-grain current transfer occurs along the commonc axis of
stacked grains that are separated by~001! twist boundaries.2

These twist boundaries form at the weak Bi–O double lay
two of which are found in each unit cell. There is now stro
evidence that these double layers form weak links.3 How-
ever, the brick wall model proposes a way in which they m
still carry high current densities in strong fields. By contra
the ‘‘railway switch model’’4 treats the current as flowin
alonga-b planes and crossing low angle tilt boundaries b
tween grains whosea-b planes are slightly inclined with
respect to one another. The presence of tilt boundaries re
from the angular dispersion of thec axis of grains within a
tape.
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The above two models emphasize different crysta
graphic directions of current flow and thus suggest differ
strategies for optimizing the grain-to-grain connectivity. It
widely recognized that multiple parallel current paths exist
real tapes.5–8 Magneto-optical images provide direct ev
dence of these percolative current paths,9 but generally lack
the spatial resolution to distinguish between particular per
lation paths. Such percolative current flow means that
local current vector is often quite different from the macr
scopic one. Any local segments for which the fieldH and the
current densityJ are not fully orthogonal may have a re
duced Lorenz force and a higherJc . In both Chevrel-phase
wires10 and YBa2Cu3O72d tapes,11 it has been shown that th
ratio Jc(HiJ)/Jc(H'J) increases as the connectivity of th
sample improves, consistent with the view that strongly p
colative current flow always has a significant (H'J) compo-
nent, whatever the macroscopic orientation ofH andJ.

A complication in the interpretation of such differen
data sets is the dimensionality of the vortices.
YBa2Cu3O72d and the Chevrel phases, vortices are line o
jects, but vortex lines decompose into pancake vortices
lie within the CuO2 planes in the much more anisotrop
BSCCO compounds. Such pancake vortices are only we
coupled to each other across the Bi–O layers. The impac
the breakup of vortex lines into chains of pancakes is b
illustrated by previous work on single crystal 2223 films a
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8~2212! single crystals, which are free of th
complicating effects of large scale percolative current fl
seen in 2223 tapes. Yamasakiet al.12 found thatJC measured
for transport within thea-b plane of 2223 films did not
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depend on the direction of magnetic field,H, applied within
the a-b plane forH,2 T. However,JC was slightly higher
for 2<H,15 T when H was applied in the macroscop
‘‘Lorenz-force free’’ configuration,HiJ. Other groups have
measured the flux-flow resistivity,r, of 2212 single crystals
as a function of field direction for current density,J, applied
both within thea-b planes13 and along thec axis.14 Both rab

andrc reached the maxima for field applied along thec axis,
and both were insensitive to the orientation of fields<5 T
lying in the a-b plane. Keset al.15 interpreted theirrab

data13 by treating 2212 as a stack of superconducting Cu2

planes separated by normal spaces into whichH penetrates
freely. The only vortices in this two-dimensional~2D! limit
are pancake vortices, which lie within the CuO2 planes. The
electric field,E(Jab), then depends on the density of pa
cake vortices, which is determined by the magnitude of
c-axis field component, regardless of the nominal field dir
tion. The in-plane resistivity (rab) resulting from motion of
pancake vortices under the Lorenz force should be indep
dent of Hab , as reported in Ref. 13, if pancake vortices
adjacent layers are not coupled together. Other authors2,14,16

have addressed the consequences of such a layered stru
for the c-axis critical current by treatingrc in terms of con-
duction through a stack of Josephson junctions.17

Because the nature of the current path is so vital to
derstanding the ultimate current-carrying limits of 22
tapes, we tried to analyze some of the above complexitie
measuring the extended electric field versus current den
characteristics,E(J), of 2223 tapes in different field direc
tions at both 77 and 4.2 K. We interpret our data by exte
ing the interpretation of Keset al.15 to include polycrystal-
line samples with misaligned grains and to allow for so
coupling between vortices in adjacent layers. Although
are certain that current flow is percolative in our tapes si
percolation was directly observed in some of this set
magneto-optical imaging,9 we deduce that comparison o
Jc(HiJ)/Jc(H'J) characteristics does not yield further us
ful current-path information because dissipation is control
by local pancake vortex motion, whatever the macrosco
directions ofH andJ. This accounts for the remarkable in
sensitivity of the measuredE(J) characteristics observe
over a wide range ofE, H, andT space.

II. EXPERIMENT DETAILS AND RESULTS

The tape whose characteristics are reported here
fabricated by an oxide powder-in-tube method using a ‘‘t
powder’’ starting material.18 Thermomechanical processin
raisedJC ~1 mV/cm, 77 K, 0 T! of the tape to 14.5 kA/cm2

by increasing its core density and aligning the CuO2 layers
within the plane of the tape.19 Other tapes of this type exhib
ited JC up to 23 kA/cm2.20 Measurements were performe
with samples immersed in liquid He or N2 to minimize any
variation in sample temperature over the extended volt
range of the measurements. The magnetic field was alig
to each tape axis with a63° tolerance that was small rela
tive to the 10°–15° angular dispersion of thec axes of the
BSCCO grains within the tape. Central voltage taps from
four in-line probes were connected to the preamplifier inp
Downloaded 10 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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with continuous copper wire. This reduced the variation
baseline thermoelectric voltage over the 6 mm between
to 63 nV (6531023 mV/cm), which was generated by th
;300 K temperature difference across the voltage circ
Figure 1 shows the electric field as a function ofJ in the tape
at 77 K for several values of magnetic field from 0 to 0.5
applied within the tape plane, either parallel or perpendicu
to the current. A very striking result of Fig. 1 is that th
effect of H on the curves is nearly the same for the tw
orthogonal field directions over four decades of electric fie
Four other tapes processed under different heat treatmen
pressing conditions exhibited the same behavior.

Figure 2 shows similar measurements at 4.2 K. At t
temperatureE(J) still appears to be approximately indepe
dent of field direction within the tape plane forH<3 T. For
H510 T in the tape plane, there is more dissipation at h
electric fields forH'J than forHiJ, while E(J) is the same
for both cases at low electric fields. This is very similar
the disparity inJC values for the two field orientations tha
appeared only at magnetic fields above 2 T in the2223 films
of Yamasakiet al.12 The faster rise inE(J) at high electric
fields forH'J than forHiJ is most apparent at 4.2 K and 1
T, but it is nonetheless discernible in all the data of Figs
and 2 taken at finite magnetic fields. Such an effect sugg
that either the dissipation mechanism or the current p
changes with electric field. Indeed, magneto-optical ima
taken by Pashitskiet al. of a tape similar to the one in thi
study9 show that the length scale of percolative current loo
increases with increasingE and that the transport curren
also spreads into more of the cross section as the ele
field increases. Figure 2 also shows a small offset inE(J) at
low electric fields at 4.2 K between the two magnetic fie
orientations for 0.3 and 1.0 T. The offset is absent at 77
~Fig. 1! and we did not look for it on other samples. Figure
shows characteristics of the same tape at 77 K as a func

FIG. 1. E(J) characteristics of a~Bi,Pb!2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 tape at 77 K for
fields applied in the tape plane either parallel or perpendicular to the no
nal current direction. The two field directions have an equivalent effect
E(J). Electric field values for both increasing and decreasing current
shown for each magnetic field. The data labeled ‘‘0’’ represent two in
pendent measurements ofE(J) at H50 T. Current sharing with the Ag
sheath causes the curvature at highE.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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of H applied orthogonal to the tape plane~parallel to the
nominalc axis!. It is apparent that the predominantlyc-axis
field has a much more pronounced effect onE(J) than does
the corresponding value ofH applied within the tape plane a
77 K ~Fig. 3 vs Fig. 1!.

III. DISCUSSION

In order to interpret theE(J) curves it is essential to
recognize that the grains in these tapes are not perfe
aligned. Their angular dispersion results inc-axis field com-
ponents in most grains, even when the macroscopic fi
vector, H, lies in the tape plane. Thesec-axis components
generate pancake vortices, whatever the nominal field di
tion. We consider the case of a current introduced into

FIG. 2. E(J) characteristics at 4.2 K for the same tape and field directi
as in Fig. 1. The two field directions in the tape plane have an equiva
effect onE(J), except atH510 T andE51 mV/cm. Thex axis is shifted to
higher J than in Fig. 1. The shallower slope at lowE may result from a
small component ofc-axis current.

FIG. 3. E(J) characteristics at 77 K for the same tape as in Figs. 1 and 2
a field applied orthogonal to the tape plane. The narrower range of orth
nal field displaces the curves over more decades ofJ than the wider range of
in-plane field in Fig. 1.
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plane of the tape that follows the locala-b planes through
each grain. Such a current path was proposed by He
et al.4 in the context of the railway switch model and lat
was corroborated experimentally by Choet al.17 Figure 4
depicts two pairs of neighboring grains. The grains in ea
pair are slightly misaligned, both with respect to each ot
and to the tape plane. A macroscopic field,H, applied par-
allel to the tape plane creates the vortex structure show
Fig. 4, because of thec-axis field components that ar
present in any grain which is not perfectly aligned with t
tape plane. In both pairs of grains,J is parallel to the long
axis of the tape, and the two grains are separated by a bo
ary plane that is nominally perpendicular toH. Locally the
field lies within the Bi–O double layers, except where
crosses a CuO2 plane and forms a pancake vortex as in
cated. For field applied in the plane of the tape and perp
dicular to its long axis, i.e., macroscopic (H'J), the Lorenz
force on the pancake vorticesFL;Jab3Bc acts in thea-b
plane orthogonal to the vortex field, and in a direction o
thogonal to the localJ, i.e., along thea-b component ofH
~Fig. 4!. The pancake vortices respond by moving paralle
the Josephson strings that connect vortices in adjacent C2

layers. Their speed is determined by the thermal activa
rate in the flux creep limit, and by a Bardeen–Stephen t
of viscosity in the flux flow regime. The Lorenz force ge
erates opposite velocities for the two vortex polarities, a
both induce an electric field21 E;B3v;B3(J3B), which

s
nt

in
o-

FIG. 4. Depicted is a different pair of adjacent grains for the two config
rations ofJ andH within the tape plane. Within each pair the grains ha
opposite tilts so that theirc-axis field components and associated panca
vortices are of opposite polarity. In the upper drawingH'J and the Lorentz
force pushes pancake vortices along the strings connecting them. In
lower drawingHiJ and the Lorentz force pushes them orthogonal to
strings. In both cases the vortices move in opposite directions in the
grains but generateE in the direction ofJ in both grains. OnlyHiJ shears
the fluxons at the grain boundary and requires flux cutting to maintain v
tex motion and the corresponding steady-state electric field,E.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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is in the direction ofJ. Any Lorenz force on the Josephso
strings lying between the CuO2 layers acts in thec direction
and is opposed by strong intrinsic pinning.

For fields applied along the long tape axis, i.e., mac
scopic (HiJ), the Lorenz force on the pancake vortices
still within the a-b plane and orthogonal toJ, and is thus
also orthogonal to the Josephson string (a-b) component of
H. There is now no force on the strings themselves, si
these are parallel toJ. A block of grains witha-b planes
tilted in the same sense relative to the applied field will co
tain pancake vortices of only one polarity. The boundaries
such a block are defined by a transition to grains of oppo
tilt with respect toH. Pancake vortices in these adjace
grains will have the other polarity, and the Lorenz force w
push pancake vortices on opposite sides of the block bou
ary in opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 4. If the panca
vortices are coupled by Josephson strings that followHab ,
the resulting fluxon will form kinks at the grain boundari
between oppositely tilted blocks. If the fluxons are wea
coupled across these boundaries and the kinks become
enough, the fluxon lattice on one side of a boundary can s
position by one lattice parameter relative to the fluxon latt
on the other side, in a version of flux cutting.22 This motion
of flux, through fluxon distortion and cutting, can contin
indefinitely and will induce a steady-state electric field. As
the macroscopic (H'J) case, the opposite velocities of th
two vortex polarities both produce electric fields in the
rection ofJ, while strings moving in opposite directions ca
produce only electric fields that oppose one another. If
flux lattice is soft enough that the process is limited by
pinning of pancake vortices, as it is for the macrosco
(H'J) case, rather than by the collective elastic interactio
of the fluxons, the induced electric field will be similar fo
the two cases. Figures 1 and 2 show that the two dissipa
processes generate very similarE(J) curves over a large
range ofE, H, andT space.

There is one important feature of the extendedE(J)
curves in Figs. 1–3 that supports this interpretation in ter
of current flow alonga-b planes rather than along thec axis.
Figures 1–3 do not show any lowE, ohmic region that shifts
to lower J with applied field. Such ohmic regions are cha
acteristic of theV(I ) curves measured along thec axis of
2212 single crystals23 and they are occasionally observed
transport at 4.2 K along damaged 2223 tapes.24,25 By con-
trast, our curves are very similar in shape to the exten
E(J) curves measured by Yamasakiet al.26 with J in the
plane of 2223 films. The similarity of our tape data to fil
data suggests that the dissipation density,E–J, is associated
with transport alonga-b planes in tapes, just as it is in films
Figure 2 does reveal a shallowerE(J) slope at lowE, al-
though not shallow enough to be ohmic. The anomal
slope may become visible above the effect of thermally
tivated vortex motion only at low temperature, or it ma
indicate damage to the tape during the final cooling to 4.2
In either case the pancake vortex dissipation mechanism
scribed above would still apply to the data in Fig. 2 forE
>0.1mV/cm.
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IV. SUMMARY

We have presented measurements of the magnetic-
dependent dissipation in polycrystalline 2223 tapes for c
rents applied within the tape plane both at 77 and 4.2 K. T
dissipation is much stronger forH orthogonal to the plane
than for H within the plane, but is approximately the sam
for in-plane fields whether they are parallel or perpendicu
to J. We show that the observed field dependence follo
naturally from Lorenz-force driven motion of the panca
vortices that carry thec-axis field component, and cutting o
the flux that links these vortices across grain boundar
This process can occur with either direct or percolative c
rent flow along thea-b planes. Thus dissipation is entirel
controlled by the magnetic-field component lying along t
local c axis of each grain. Because of angular grain disp
sion, this component is nonzero in most grains, even
fields applied within the tape plane. Our model extends
earlier interpretation by Keset al.15 of rab data on 2212
films13 by incorporating the effects of misaligned grains a
allowing for modest coupling between vortices in adjace
layers.
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